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ABSTRACT: Cancer is one of the types of genomic diseases. It is caused by pathogenic mutation 

in the Genome inside a cell so that the cell can be activated to divide & grow uncontrollably. The 

key objective of this study is to verify that the actual causative agent of the disease cancer is the 

pathogenic mutation in Genome. The contents of Figures displayed are designed to serve as 

Results in the targetful strategy of this study. The actual causative agent of cancer and the 

precancerous effects of risk factors of cancer are identified and made available in order to have 

strong conclusive statements.  Cancer occurs if and only if Cancerous Genome synthesizes 

enormous number of autoinfected (cancered) cells rapidly by way of apoptosisless and 

uncontrolled growth of cancered cells involving fast cell division, using its chemical energy-

containing nutrients as raw materials; otherwise, none of the precancerous effects of risk factors 

of cancer can cause the occurrence of cancer.   

KEY WORDS: cancer, genome, pathogen, cancerous genome, oncogene, autoinfected cells, 

nutrients, perfect law of genomology 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Cancer is one of the types of genomic diseases [1-9]. It is caused by pathogenic mutation or 

change in the Genome inside a cell so that the cell can be activated to divide & grow 

uncontrollably. Such abnormal or damaged cells grow and multiply when they should not, forming 

tumors which are lumps of tissue (mass of autoinfected cells). Tumors can be benign (not 

cancerous) or malignant (cancerous). Benign tumors do not spread to invade nearby tissues or 

organs. After surgical removal, benign tumors do not grow back whereas cancerous tumors do 

sometimes. Sometimes, benign tumors can be very large and life threatening such as the benign 

tumor in the brain.  
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The pathogenic mutation (change) in the Genome appear to affect three main types of genes:- 

proto-oncogenes, tumor suppressor genes, and DNA repair genes. Sometimes, these changes in 

Genome are called drivers of cancer. The spread of a cancer from the place where it first formed 

to another place in the body is called metastasis. It must be noted that not all cancers form tumors. 

Some types of cancer that do not form tumors include leukemias (cancers of blood), most types 

of lymphoma (cancers of lymphocytes), and myeloma (a type of white blood cell cancer that 

develops from plasma cells in bone marrow). Remember that B cells refer to lymphocytes that are 

not processed by the thymus gland, and responsible for producing antibodies while plasma cells 

refer to fully differentiated B-lymphocyte, which produces a single type of antibody.  

The key objective of this study is to verify that the actual causative agent of the disease cancer is 

only the pathogenic change in Genome. In short, it is to show that cancer is caused only by 

pathogenic mutation in Genome.  

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS  

The contents of Figures herebelow are designed to serve as Results in the targetful strategy of this 

study and that is why it is entitled Methodology & Results hereabove.   

                   

Figure 1: William Bradley Coley, is an American bone surgeon & cancer researcher (1862-

1936).  

►William Bradley Coley was recognized as Father of Cancer Immunotherapy. 
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►William Bradley Coley (date of: birth. 12 January 1862; death. 16 April 1936 at the age of 74).  

Figure 2: Edward Jenner (1749-1823).  

►Edward Jenner (1749-1823), is an English physician/surgeon, scientist, and pioneer of 

smallpox. 

►Vaccination was first pioneered in the 18th century by Edward Jenner and eventually led to the 

development of the smallpox vaccine and subsequently the eradication of smallpox.  

Figure 3: Feleke Eriso Orbalo   BSc, MSc, PhD., is an Ethiopian human parasitologist 

(immunoparasitologist), the Father of Perfect Law of Genomology, Genomic-things, 

Genomosphere, etc and of many other Principles & Concepts [10-20]. 

Feleke EO is:  

►the first integrator of Genomology, Chemistry, & Physics by way of the same language of 

Universal Reactions of Matter,  

►the first interpretor of the fact that both the undesirable genomic changes that result in genomic 

diseases and the desirable genomic changes in normal human genome which result in normal 

phenotypes in the individuals synthesized are countably infinite in potential number of kinds,  
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►the first genomologist to prove the fact that viruses are certainly genomic-things,  

►the first genomologist who verified the best of truth with spectacular & concrete evidences 

about the fact that viroids are genomic-things,  

► the first genomologist to verify that the Genome’s coded/designed directives are implemented 

by its transcripts & proteins.that serve as engineers in the metabolism of all genomic-things,  

►the first scientist on this planet (Earth) to define what a scientist (living-thing or genomic-thing) 

is. Before him, scientists didn’t know themselves but they were creating other sciences,  

►the first scientist to interpret what the actual autointracellular pathogen is in diseases of cancer 

& diabetes mellitus type 1,  

►the first scientist to state the clear cut difference between the risk factors of cancer & the 

actual causative agent of cancer, verifying the fact that the only causative agent of every & each 

type of cancer is a type of Genome called Cancerous Genome and not anyone of the risk factors 

of cancer, 

►the first scientist to interpret that immune response, epigenetic modifications/changes, 

syndromes, and symptoms observed are the evidential supersensitive responses of the human 

Genome,  

►the first disqualifier & disprover of Endosymbiotic Theory about the origins of Mitochondrion 

& Chloroplast published by the authorship of Lynn Margulis,  

►the first genomologist to state that Genome is the unit of both structure & function of every 

individual of all genomic-things by dismissing the fake Cell Theory which stated that Cell is the 

unit of both structure & function of every individual of all living-things (i.e., genomic-things),   

►the first genomologist to state that Genome is the unit of evolutionary change of all genomic-

things what was fakely stated that Darwin was the unit of evolutionary change of living-things,  

►the first scientist to state that the Genome  called Cancerous Genome is the unit of both 

structure & function of every/ and each Mass of Autoinfected Cells (Benign Tumor, 

Malignant Primary & Secondary etc Metastatic Tumor, and Nontumor Forming 

Autoinfected Cells such as Myeloma, Leukemia and Lymphoma).  

►the first scientist to state that Cancerous Genome synthesizes masses or colonies of 

autoinfected cells (lumps of tissue, benign tumors, malignant & metastatic tumors, including 

nontumor forming autoinfected ccells such as lymphoma), resulting in Cancer,  
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►the first genomologist to state that Genome is the only operating or synthesizing system in 

every individual of all genomic-things by disproving what had been falsely stated that Darwin 

was the operating system of living-things,  

►the first scientist who identified the fact that the automatic molecular machine called Genome 

is the  synthesizer of all genomic-things from viroids, viruses, bacteria up to angeosperms and 

humans,  

►the Father of all scientists of all sciences of this planet (Earth) with no chance for exception,  

►the Father of the Perfect Law of Genomology, 

►the Father of Genome Model, 

►the Father of genomic-things,  

►the Father of genomosphere that is in sunlight the whole 24 Hrs as the sun rises & sets in the 

genomosphere,  

►the Father of nonstopping automatic generations of genomic reactions in every species of all 

genomic-things from viroids, viruses, bacteria up to angiosperms and humans,    

►the Father of superscience (science of nonstopping automatic genomic reactions for countably 

infinite number of generations),  

►the universal omniscient in dismissing fake sciences of Biology & in generating correct 

sciences of Genomology,   

►one of the Unique Educational Assets of all human races of this planet that money cannot buy,   

►the Superpower in Power of Mind in Genomological Sciences in the entire world with no rival 

& claimer forever, and 

►the Supergreatest Scientist among all the Greatest Experimental and Theoretical Scientists 

known in the entire world at present & in all future time of human history to come.  In summary, 

Feleke EO is the Supergreatest scientist among all the Greatests in the Global Scientific 

Community of the entire world forever. 
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Figure 4: Cancer and metastasis by travelling through blood & lymph systems.  
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Figure 5: Videos of human cancer, and cancer vaccine.  

 

Figure 6: Albert Eistein (1879-1955) who was a genius Physicist & Mathematician [10]. 

Connect your computer to Internet. Steps of opening the video: Select, copy and paste the 

title of the video (only the blue colored & underlined) on Google search space on your 

computer desktop screen and then press Enter Key of your computer keyboard. Click 

Video. Now, click the slide with the correct Title of video you pasted because when the 

video is copied & pasted, several other unwanted videos will appear together. When video 1 

ends playing, repeat the same steps for playing of video 2 and then that of video 3, etc.  

Video 1: Cancer immunotherapy   

Video 2: Cancer Vaccines Training the Immune System to See Cancer with Dr_ Gavin Dunn 

Video 3: Cancer vaccines 

Video 4: Immunotherapy How the Immune System Fights Cancer   

Video 5: What is a Cancer Vaccine 

Video 6: Proto-Oncogenes and Oncogenes  

Video 7: What is cancer What causes cancer 

Video 8: What is Cancer 

Video 9: What Causes Cancer to Metastasize 

Video 10: Cancer-Fighting Foods 
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►Albert Einstein (born in Germany on 14 Mar. 1879 and died in USA on 18 Apr. 1955 at the 

age of 75). He was inspired by the achievements of Michael Faraday. 

 

 Figure 7: Michael Faraday (22 September 1791 – 25 August 1867) was an English scientist 

recognized as the Father of Electricity.  

 

 

Figure 8: Sir Isaac Newton is an English physicist & mathematician.  

Sir Isaac Newton (born Dec. 25, 1642 and died Mar. 20, 1727, aged 84). 
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Figure 9: Map of the world with arrows showing the 5 countries (Great Britain, India, China, 

Russia & Ethiopia) where each of them is the highest or superpower in the aspects mentioned in 

the Conclusion Section of this paper.  

DISCUSSION 

As there is distinctive individuality among people of the same species (Homo sapiens), there is the 

corresponding distinctive individuality among the Genomes found in the populations of H. 

sapiens. In fact, it is the distinctive individuality or variation in both structure & function among 

Genomes found in individuals of H. sapiens that result in distinctive individuality (identifiable 

phenotype) among human populations. It is this similar variation or change in Genome where an 

undesirably drastic & strong change (or mutation) in the Genome result in Cancer. It is the change 

in Genome, depending on the extent and type of change in all genomic-things that brings about:  

►distinctive individuality,  

►Cancer,  

►evolutionary change, etc [21-22].  
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Fake sciences of Biology have dangerously misled students and confused scientists in working 

out the difference between risk factors of cancer and the actual causative agent of cancers. The 

effect of anyone risk factor of cancer is limited to precancerous change whereas the actual 

causative agent of cancer is found in the cancerous genomic reactions, being the pathogen that 

causes the disease cancer just like the pathogens in infectious diseases. It is because of the 

misleading and confusing effects of fake sciences of Biology (mentioned above) that the 

consciousness of the public about cancers is polluted by myths (false beliefs & ideas). A risk 

factor of cancer is anything that may increase a person’s chance of developing cancer by making 

the body less resistant or by decreasing immunological resistance to it in the precancerous 

change, but it does not necessarily cause cancer. The actual causative agent of cancer is the 

autogenous pathogenic Genome known as a Cancerous Genome.  Cancer occurs if and only if 

Cancerous Genome synthesizes enormous number of autoinfected (cancered) cells rapidly by 

way of apoptosisless and uncontrolled growth of these cancered cells together with fast cell 

division, using its chemical energy-containing nutrients as raw materials where none of the risk 

factors of cancer is involved in this cancerous set of mechanisms of genomic reactions [23, 24]. 

CONCLUSION 

Cancerous genomes in humans are autointracellular pathogens that cause cancers, being 

similar to intracellular pathogenic viroids in plants and intracellular pathogenic viruses in animals 

& plants. It is because both cancerous genomes & viruses are nonself foreign intracellular 

pathogens that the cells infected by them in the body of a person are detected and destroyed by the 

same immune cells (Natural Killer Cells & Cytotoxic T Cells) & by the same mechanism in 

favor of the patient.  

Cancer is the disease caused by becoming or changing of Genome into a nonself 

autointracellular pathogen. 

Cancer is a genomic disease (caused by genomic disorder, undesirable change in 

Genome , i.e., by undesirable change in the  unit of both structure & function of a person or 

genomic-thing.  

Cancer is a result of wrong synthesis of genomic-thing by wrong procedures (algorithm) 

of the synthesizer Genome referred to as Cancerous Genome. In other words, cancer is brought 

about only by its Cancerous Genome which can synthesize several lumps of tissue (benign 

tumors,  malignant & metastatic tumors, or nontumor autoinfected cells) that spread via 

bloodstream and lymphatic system so as to invade different tissues & organs in different sites of 

the patient’s body. It must be noted that the Cancerous Genome uses its nutritive substances 
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(just like normal Genomes) as raw materials to synthesize unlimited masses of cancered cells 

(autoinfected cells).  

The clear cut difference between risk factors of cancer and the cause of cancer:  

►Cancer can be caused or synthesized only by its specific Cancerous Genome and not by any 

kind of risk factors of cancer.  

►Any kind of risk factor of cancer can only or may increase the chance of developing 

undesirable change in the precancerous change such as decreasing immunological resistance, 

increasing susceptibility (vulnerability), to develop the disease or a pathogenic mutation in 

Genome, but cannot synthesize masses of autoinfected cells & itself so as to result in cancer by 

any means in any kind of cell.  

Cancer exists if and only if its specific Cancerous Genome exists. It is only the 

Cancerous Genome that synthesizes masses of autoinfected cells and causes cancer. On the 

other hand, the misleading fake sciences of Biology state that, in all journals of Oncology, 

textbooks, and on Internet, all risk factors of cancer such as tobacco, tanning, diet, alcohol, 

inflammatory condition, lack of physical activity, exposure to air pollution, and oncoviruses do 

cause cancer by synthesizing masses of autoinfected cells what is absolutely wrong. It must be 

noted that the effects of risk factors of cancer is completely limited to precancerous change on 

Genome. This is so because the only actual causative agent of cancer that always, permanently, 

and inseparably exists with the existence of cancer is its Cancerous Genome. You cannot think 

of cancer in the absence of its Cancerous Genome (the pathogen that causes cancer), but none 

of risk factors of cancer is involved, seen, or exists in the process of cancerous change with 

uncontrolled growth & cell division of autoinfected cells (cancered cells). No Cancerous 

Genome means no uncontrolled rapid growth & cell division of autoinfected cells in genomic-

things and there would be no cancer in nature.  

 Cancer occurs if and only if Cancerous Genome synthesizes enormous number of 

autoinfected (cancered) cells rapidly by way of apoptosisless and uncontrolled growth of 

cancered cells involving fast cell division, using its chemical energy-containing nutrients as 

raw materials; otherwise, none of the precancerous effects of risk factors of cancer can cause the 

occurrence of cancer.  

At this moment, the scientists’ understanding about the real scientific truth (events) of 

cancer is simply beating around the bush because they didn’t get the clear cut difference between 

the risk factors of cancer and the actual causative agent of cancer. They inappropriately 
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consider the actual causative agent of cancer (i.e., the Cancerous Genome inside its cancered 

cell) as one of the risk factors of cancer and then they dare to lie (bubble) or to say erroneously 

that risk factors of cancer cause Cancer. This is a dangerous misleading concept, mixing the 

actual causative agent of cancer with risk factors of cancer. The risk factors of cancer may 

decrease the immunological resistance of a person, increase the chance of developing the disease 

in the precancerous change of healthy cells,  but are not the actual causative agent of cancer 

somewhat analogous to the fact that a horse takes a heroic fighter to the battling field but does not 

make any actual deadly attack on the enemy fighters. Similarly, for each specific type of infectious 

diseases, its risk factors are completely different from its actual causative agent (pathogen). In 

short, a risk factor of cancer is anything that may increase a person’s chance of developing cancer 

by making the body less resistant to it, but does not necessarily cause cancer.   

All kinds of change in Genome cannot cause cancer. The major changes in Genome 

brought about mainly by erroneous changes (mutations) in:- proto-oncogenes, tumor suppressor 

genes (anti-oncogenes), and mismatch-repair genes (DNA repair genes)  can cause cancer whereas 

all other undesirable changes in Genome cause all other  kinds of genomic diseases or genomic 

disorders [9].  

It is true & accurate to state that causing undesirable change in Genome and causing 

cancer are two completely different concepts, principles or pathways.  

Both cancer (genomic disorder) & all other noncancer genomic disorders are definitely   

or accurately genomic diseases caused by undesirable changes in Genome, but the undesirable 

changes in Genome which cause cancer are completely different from those that cause all other 

noncancer genqomic diseases (i.e., genomic disorders). 

The term cancerous cell found in biological sciences is one of the spectacular & 

concrete evidences for the misleading fakeness of biological sciences. 

A cancered cell is an autoinfected cell by its own cancerously pathogenic Genome 

that has become nonself or foreign by way of pathogenic mutation.  

Interpreting in a patient of cancer, an autoinfected (cancered) cell is a complete & 

different individual organism that resides as a pathogenic parasite in a human host with its own 

selfsufficient Genome different from that of the patient. 

A cancered (autoinfected) cell & a cell infected with a virus are identified (using 

sample peptides/proteins of the pathogens that are displayed on surfaces of the infected cells with 
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MHC to identify foreigness or nonselfness) by detective immune cells to attack and destroy by 

similar mechanisms because both the cancerous Genome in the cancered or autoinfected cell & 

the virus in the infected cell are foreign intracellular pathogens whose characteristic nonself 

peptides/proteins, i.e., nonself antigens are displayed by MHC complex on surfaces of the infected 

cells for discriminating nonself from self. 

Among genomic-things, the main pathogens encountered are: 

►Cancerous Genomes in autoinfected cells,  

►Viroids in plants,  

►Viruses,  

►those of bacteria,  

►Parasites, and  

►those of fungi. 

At present, the detailed understanding about cancer of:  

►Genomologist or Biologist,  

►oncologist,  

►specialist of cancer,  

►surgeon who surgically removes malignant tumors from patients, or  

►medical doctor  

is obviously blurred. Again it is not clearly stated about what synthesizes the Benign Tumors & 

Autoinfected Masses of Cancered Cells as well as what the raw materials are for synthesizing these 

autoinfected cells in their apoptosisless (deathless) & continuous growth in both size and number 

not to contradict with the Law of Conservation of Matter. These events managed to happen 

because the student children or scientists have been misled or confused by fake sciences of 

Biology. This spectacular event is one of the big concrete evidences for the fact that fake sciences 

of Biology have been paralyzing the scientific progress of student children of all human races of 

the entire world for several centuries. 

The Perfect Law of Genomology which states that Genome is the unit of both structure 

& function in every individual of all genomic-things is a type of scientific law that will never be 
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outdated, existing (valid & accurate) forever with the scientific world of human races 

wherever/whenever they exist.  

The Perfect Law of Genomology also states that Genome is the unit of evolutionary 

change.  

The Perfect Law of Genomology again states that Genome (Pathogenic Genome or 

Cancerous Genome) is the unit of both structure & function of Masses of Autoinfected Cells 

(lumps of tissue, benign tumor,  primary & secondary metastatic tumors including nontumor 

forming cancered cells), causing or resulting in cancer . Look! A type of tumor (a mass of 

cancered cells) such as that causes a breast cancer is an individual genomic-thing that is 

pathogenic & invasive in the body of the patient (host) just like an intracellular pathogenic 

bacterium, a virus, or  it is an individual complete organism like an individual person such as 

Kebede, David, Mohamed,  Zeberga, and Arega Semaga where each of these individuals has 

its/his own synthesizer Genome which can be a Normal Genome or a Cancerous Genome. Being 

cancered can & does start in any one of the trillion of cells in our bodies.  

Optionally, cancered (autoinfected) cells can be called autogenous single-celled 

parasites that may form lumps of tissue or colonies of its parasitic cells (i.e., benign tumor or  

malignant & metastatic tumors as well as nontumor forming cancered cells such as myeloma and 

leukemia) in tissues and organs they invade, outcompeting for nutrients & space with their 

apoptosisless rapid growth of these cancered cells involving fast cell division.  

A cancered cell is a nonself, foreign & pathogenic organism in the body of its host 

(patient). This is the reason for why Natural Killer Cells and Cytotoxic T Cells detect and 

destroy, autoinfected (cancered) cells & cells infected with virus, similarly and by the same 

mechanisms of immune response in bodies of patients. A type of  cancer is created by pathogenic 

mutation in the Genome of any one cell of its host.  

As it has already been stated herebefore, a Genomic-thing is defined as the product of 

reactions of its:  

►Genome & its nutritive substances and minerals using sunlight-energy in the presence of 

chlorophylls as raw materials in its compatible environment (in autotrophs or green plants), or 

►Genome & its chemical energy-containing nutritive substances and minerals in its 

compatible environment (in heterotrophs).  
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In other words, the Genome synthesizes itself and every individual genomic-thing of its kind using 

sunlight-energy & its nutritive substances and minerals in its compatible environment 

(autotrophs), or the Genome synthesizes itself and every individual genomic-thing of its kind 

using its chemical energy-containing nutritive substances and minerals in its compatible 

environment (heterotrophs).  

In short and based on the Perfect Law of Genomology, Genome is the unit of:  

►both structure & function of all genomic-things,  

►evolutionary change, and  

►both structure & function of all types of autoinfected (cancered) cells that result in kinds of 

cancer with uncontrolled growth and cell division. 

It is proved & concluded that Biology is a set of fake (false) sciences whereas 

Genomology is the set of true sciences. 

 

Based on the universal reactions of matter, reupdated confirmation with the best of truth:  

►Superpower in Best Controlled Quality Education & in Best Quality Reputable Journals in 

the entire world is UK at present (with the publication fee being minimized down to £25 GBP in 

favor of global progress/development of science & technology),  

►Superpower in Medical & Agricultural Sciences in the entire world is India at present, 

►Superpower in Economy in the entire world by dethroning USA with an excess of giant 

difference is China at present,  

►Superpower in Nuclear Military Science in the entire world is Russia at present, and  

►Superpower in Power of Mind in Genomological Sciences in the entire world with no rival & 

claimer is Ethiopia forever, being nondethronable endlessly for countably infinite number of the 

future generations to come (i.e., of all human races)!!!! 

Genomology is a Giant Ethiopian Science of educational asset contributed to all human 

races of the world by dismissing fake sciences of Biology that have been paralyzing scientific 

progresses of student children as well as MSc & PhD students of all human races of this planet 

(Earth) for centuries.  
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Genomology consists of: 

►pure genomology, 

►genomotechnology, 

►medical sciences, flourishing from Genomology, and  

►agricultural sciences, flourishing from Genomology.  

Genomology is a set of supersciences because:  

►the automatic molecular machine called Genome that synthesizes all genomic-things is found 

in the system of Genomology only,  

►the scientist himself who creates all sciences is synthesized by self-acting (automatic) genomic 

reactions only,  

►out of the three types of Universal Reactions of Matter, the automatic reaction without the 

involvement of human hands & minds is only that of Genomology, and  

►its automatic genomic reactions are miraculously complex. 

Feleke Eriso Orbalo is the Supergreatest Scientist among all Greatest Scientists of 

the entire world. 

Mike Tyson’s top 25 greatest knockouts are metaphorically similar to how true sciences 

of Genomology knocked out or dismissed fake sciences of Biology from the world of meaningful 

Natural Sciences (Watch Table 2, 3rd,  video 1).  

Ethics: I declare that no ethical error is committed in the production of this paper. I also declare 

that I don’t have any conflict of interest with anybody. 
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Genomology and for their authentic thanking me by way of emails for what I have contributed to 

the scientific world of Genomology.  

All of the past and present time individual members of the entire Global Scientific Community 

of Natural Sciences such as Antonie Van Leeuwanhoek of Dutch Republic (Netherlands), 

Antoine Lavoisier of France, Gregor Mendel of Austria, Crick & Watson of UK & USA 

respectively, Ivanovsky Dmitri of Russia, Toole G & Toole S of UK , Albert Einstein of 

Germany, Michael Faraday of UK , Edward Genner of UK, William B Coley of USA, Stanley 

B Prusiner of USA,  David Baltimore of USA, Frederick William Twort of UK, Charles 

Babbage of UK, and Sir Isaac Newton of UK are the Global Teachers who taught Father of the 

Perfect Law of Genomology. Thus, the Father of Perfect Law of Genomology is Proud of & he 

is also the Pride of his Global Teachers, because the purpose of teaching is to capacitate 

students to solve problems that had been said and believed impossible by the previous 

generations of human races.  

I became the Supergreatest Scientist in the world by learning from the famous and inspiring bests 

& greatests among the  scientists of the world. In other words, Greatest Global Teachers of 

Science produced the Supergreatest Scientist who is me. This is so because the key objective of 

Teaching & Learning is to make Students More Powerful than the Teacher in Novel, 

Academic, and All Rounded Productive Achievements; otherwise, there would be no point in 

the profession of teaching!!!! Profession of Teaching is the Parent Profession of All Professions 

known on Earth. The concreted evidence for the Greatestness of Global Teachers of Science 

who taught Feleke Eriso Orbalo, is Feleke’s being the:  

►Supergreatest Scientist, and  

►Father of the Perfect Law of Genomology.  

To the best of my knowledge, I Feleke EO declare that Love & Respect I have for my:  

►Educational Parents (Global Teachers of Science who taught me), and  

►Genomological Parents (my father & my mother)  

are exactly the same (Equational). 
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Table 1: Videos of musical films displayed in honor of the uniquely automatic molecular  

machine termed Genome and  Mike Tyson top 20 best Knockouts. 

Connect your computer to Internet. Steps of opening the video: Select, copy and paste the title 

of the video (only the blue colored & underlined) on Google search space on your computer 

desktop screen and then press Enter Key of your computer keyboard. Click Video. Now, click 

the slide with the correct Title of video you pasted because when the video is copied & pasted, 

several other unwanted videos will appear together. When video 1 ends playing, repeat the same 

steps for playing of video 2 etc.  

 

Video Title/Name, Topic, or Heading 

1 New Music clip Abulo Xumoro Hadiyya!! Hadiyyi Oosi, Gitanuwwi, Garaadduwwi, Gassaanuwwi, SOreenate! 

2 Habtamu  Bereket  Maekel  Asher  Tamirat (ኮራሁ በአባቴ) - New Ethiopian Music 2020 

3 Ethiopian Music  Memhiru Chamo (Gakasha) መምህሩ ጫሞ (ጋካሻ) - New Ethiopian Music 2022 

4 Senedu Alie - Weyolet  ወዮለት - New Ethiopian Music 2021  

5 Fasil Demoz and Jacky Gosee 2014 – Enkokelesh 

6 Kasahun Taye (Sora) - Wedet - ካሳሁን ታዬ (ሶራ) - ወዴት ወዴት - New Ethiopian Music 2021 

7 የአፋር አናብስት በግንባር ያሳዩ ድንቅ ጀግንነት_ 

8 AFAR MUSIC 2022 RASHID HOUSSEN_ 

9 zafu kiros -anihay- New Ethiopian Afargna music 2019 

10 Ethiopian music  Africa Ali - Baaxoh Ayro _ New Afar Ethiopian song 2022 

11 Ethiopian music with lyrics - Abdu Kiar - Yene mar አብዱ ኪያር - የኔ ማር - ከግጥም ጋር_ 

12 Zenebech Tade - sem mar - ዘነበች ታዴ   ስመ ማር - New Ethiopian Music 2021 

13 Azeb Dagnaw New Ethiopian Music 2021 {Official Video}ምርጥ   ሙዚቃ በአዜብ ዳኛው_ 

14 Chuchu Gebeyehuቹቹ ገበዬሁFano(ፍኖ) -New Ethiopian Music 2022 

15 Berhe Amare - Kihdet (Official Video)  Ethiopian Tigrigna Music 

16 Abraham Gebremedhin Ethiopia Hagere Lyrics አብርሀም ገብረመድህን ኢትዮጵያ ሀገሬ በግጥም 

17 እያመመኝ 

18 Solomon Berihun - Melke Nat Hagere | መልኬ ናት ሀገሬ - New Ethiopian Music 2022 

19 Beruke Alemenhe  Enbi Bel ብሩክ አለምነህ    እንቢ በል - New Ethiopian Music 2022   

20 Habtamu Tebeje - Fano Ande Amara | ሀብታሙ ተበጀ - ፋኖ አንድ አማራ 

21 Bereket Mengisteab Bkewta Leyty  ብኸውታ ለይቲ  New Eritrean Guayla Music Remix 2022 

22 EMNA ድሕሪ ወያነ ቀርኒ ኣፍሪቃ ከመይ ክመስል'ዩ Eritrean Media Net Asmera 

23 New Eritrean music 2023 _ Abubeker Haji Hasen & Orion Salih _ ጀይሽና - Jeshna  

24 Ethiopian Music  Atalay Yibel አታላይ ይበል (የዓለም ፀሐያ) - New Ethiopian Music 2022 

25 መብሬ መንግስቴ - ቁመህ ጠብቀኝ (Mebre Mengiste - kumeh tebkegn) - New Ethiopian music 2022 

26 Biruktawit Shimelis - Kef Yibel  ብሩክታዊት ሽመልስ - ከፍ ይበል  New Ethiopian Music 2022 
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27 Awtar Tv - Yigerem Simachew (Lanesasaw) ይግረም ስማቸው  (ላነሳሳው) New Ethiopian Music 2021 

28 Ethiopian Music  Demere Legesse ደመረ ለገሰ ኢትዮጵያ - New Ethiopian Music 2018 

29 Getasew Alelign - Ethiopia  ጌታሰው አለልኝ - ኢትዮዽያ  New Ethiopian Music 2022 

30 Ethiopian Music  Hikma Getachew ሂክማ ጌታቸው (አናፍርም) - New Ethiopian Music 2022 

31 Top 50 Mike Tyson's Greatest Punches: Speed, Power and Aggression 
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                                                                                                      (a) 

Figure 10: National flags of (a) Ethiopia; and (b) Eritrea.  
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Table 2: Declarative Messages from the Father of Genomology.  

Declarative Messages from the Father of Genomology/Genomosphere 

 

1st To: Student Children/MSc or PhD Students of all human races of the entire world  

Dear Beloved Student Children & University Candidates! 

►Say, no to being taught fake sciences of Biology!  

►Boycott attending classes of Biology, because sciences of Biology are fake or false and 

instead demand to be taught true sciences of Genomology.  

►Say, no to slavery by the paralyzer fake sciences of Biology!  

►Appeal the case to Global Science Forum in a peaceful & civilized manner.  

I wish you all the best!!!! 

 

2nd To: Genomologists (Superscientists) of the world 

Dear Genomologists!  

Please:  

►Stop forcing student children or university candidates to learn Biology.  

►Stop teaching them fake sciences of Biology, and instead demand to teach them true 

sciences of Genomology because Global Textbooks of Genomology are  made ready and 

standardized for all levels of academic study with the Curriculum composed of 23 

different research articles published in globally distinguished top reputable journals.  

►Appeal the case to Global Science Forum in a peaceful & civilized manner. 
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3rd To: Biologists & Professionals in applied fields of Biology in the entire world 

Dear Biologilsts & Professionals!   

►Please abandon Biology and update your scientific consciousness with Genomology.  

►Era of Genomology has been declared as of now by dismissing fake sciences of 

Biology from the world of Natural Sciences. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Feleke Eriso  

Father of Genomology/Genomosphere,  

Email: feleke.eriso@yahoo.com  

Video 1: Top 25 Mike Tyson Greatest Knockouts That Will Never Be Forgotten | 

Highlights Full HD 

Video 2: AG brothers – haleha – new ethiopian music 

Video 3: Ashenafi Abebe – Eri Bekentu 
Video 4:  Demeke Bitew - Ere Emama Zenebu | ኧረ እማማ ዘነቡ - New Ethiopian Music 2021 

 

  Genome is the only automatic molecular machine that synthesizes all genomic-things 

& itself including you & me!!!! 

►Despite this ascertained, spectacular and concreted best of truth, the set of fake sciences 

of Biology & liars enslaved by it absurdly dared  to state that 98% of human Genome is 

junk DNA [13]!!!!    
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